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All measurements in cm please.
Please give exact measurements as we WILL add
allowances to them when making the suit.
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*Measurements 8 and 9 added together should equal measurement
number 11
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12............. Inside leg (crotch) to knee
13............. Inside leg (crotch) to ankle
14............. Thigh circumference (4cm down from crotch or
widest part)
15............. Knee circumference (4cm up from centre of patella
or widest part)
16............. Ankle circumference (with boots on)
17............. Inside arm seam (with arm slightly bent - 45°)
18............. Outside arm seam (with arm slightly bent - 45°)
19............. Bicep circumference (widest part)
20............. Elbow circumference (with arm slightly bent - 45°)
21............. Wrist to elbow (outer seam)
22............. Wrist circumference
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Back
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1............... Height (bare foot)
2...........kg Weight
3............... Shoulder length
4............... Chest circumference
5............... Waist circumference(belly button height)
6............... Hips circumference
7............... Neck(collar) to waist
8............... Body length(collar to crotch)
9............... Full back length (crotch to neck)
10............. Back length (waist height to neck)
11............. Full body length* (collar down your front, under
your crotch and up to your neck bone
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Measuring Guidelines
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Measurement 11
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?
Please take all measurements wearing anything that you will be
wearing under the suit whilst racing. Back protector, knee braces,
under suit etc. Only measure with boots on for your ankle
measurement. All other measurements please do in bare feet.
?
We advise going through the measurements a few times to make sure
all measurements are correct.
?
You are basically measuring where all the seams will be. If you have an
old suit from us you will be able to use that for reference to see where
to measure.
?
We need the actual measurements, so don’t let the tape hang too
loose and equally don’t pull the tape measure too tight.
?
Arm measurements to be done with the arm slightly bent at about 45°
?
Please supply all measurements in cm
?
If you have any questions please ask rather than guess a
measurement.
?
We can not accept any responsibility for customers own measurements
if wrong on the form.
?
After taking your measurements please send this form along with your
design to the address at the top of the form.
?
Please make all cheques payable to D-Star Racewear
?
Please also supply us with a copy of this form filled out with the
external measurements from your old/current suit as this will help us to
work out your measurements and sizing.

